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Abstract— We propose an optimal ventilation control model for 

complex urban vehicular tunnels with distributed pollutant 
discharge points. The control problem is formulated as a 
nonlinear integer program that aims to minimize ventilation 
energy cost while meeting multiple air quality control 
requirements inside the tunnel and at discharge points. Based on 
the steady-state solutions to tunnel aerodynamics equations, we 
propose a reduced form model for air velocities as explicit 
functions of ventilation decision variables and traffic density. A 
compact parameterization of this model helps to show that tunnel 
airflows can be estimated using standard linear regression 
techniques.  The steady-state pollutant dispersion model is then 
incorporated for the derivation of optimal pollutant discharge 
control strategies. A case study of a new urban tunnel in 
Hangzhou, China demonstrates that the scheduling of fan 
operations based on the proposed optimization model can 
effectively achieve different air quality control objectives under 
varying traffic intensity.  

Index Terms— air quality, ventilation control, urban tunnels, 
nonlinear programming 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UNNELS are an important component of the modern 
transportation infrastructure system, especially in and near 
urban areas like central business districts (CBD) where 

transportation has to compete with commercial and residential 
activities for limited urban space [1]. Due to various 
topographic and functional complexity within a road network, 
tunnel branches/ramps are necessary to connect the main 
tunnels to the rest of the transportation network. For example, 
the popular urban traffic link tunnels (UTLT) have a main 
tunnel with several adjoining ramp tunnels connecting accesses 
to various buildings [2]. Several cities have started to move 
surface road traffic to below ground (e.g., tunnel A86 in Paris 
and tunnel M30 in Madrid) [1] with multiple ramp tunnels 
linking to the surface transportation network. The airflow 
interactions in different tunnel branches lead to complicated 
aerodynamics in the tunnel [2][3], which in turn affect pollutant 
dispersion in the tunnel. In the meantime, the large volume of 
traffic (hence emissions) together with the quasi-closed space 
in a tunnel easily makes it a hotspot with elevated air pollution 
for travelers inside the tunnel. Emission discharges at the tunnel 
portals also constitute a major concentrated source of emissions 
that present adverse impacts to the public nearby. For 
mitigation, tunnel ventilation systems are designed to help 
distribute and discharge emissions at multiple points (e.g., 
through tunnel upper vents) [4]. Emission rates at these 

 
 

discharging points are subject to emission standards for 
ambient air quality control. Effective design and operation of 
tunnel ventilation and emission discharge, adapted to complex 
tunnel geometry and operations, is therefore critical for meeting 
various air quality and emission control requirements. Most of 
the tunnels are equipped with typical longitudinal ventilation 
system due to its efficiency and relatively low cost [5]. The 
longitudinal tunnel ventilation system is designed and operated 
to fulfill two objectives: 1) maintaining the concentrations of 
criteria pollutants such as carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), and PM2.5 below admissible standards for health 
and visibility purposes; and 2) reducing energy cost of jet-fan 
operations [6] [7]. These two aspects are also important factors 
for consideration in multi-point pollutant discharge control in 
complex tunnels.  

Existing research of tunnel pollution control has mostly 
focused on controlling maximum pollutant concentration inside 
single-exit tunnels [6]-[11]. Even though some recent efforts 
were made to study tunnel ventilation with upper vents and 
complex tunnels with single discharge point, there remains a 
significant knowledge gap for successful ventilation control in 
complex urban tunnels with distributed multi-discharge points. 
Study [12] adopted the one dimensional aerodynamics model to 
analyze airflow through multiple tunnel upper vents under 
natural ventilation. Their results suggest that enlarging the 
individual vents and decreasing the spacing between vents are 
good options for tunnel pollution control. Scaled experimental 
tests and numerical simulation were conducted in [13] to 
analyze the airflow in a traffic tunnel that has multiple natural 
vents. Alternating flows between air intake and exhaust 
discharge were observed in the natural vents under 
continuously moving traffic. A recent study [14] also used the 
one-dimensional tunnel airflow model and numerical analysis 
to investigate smoke control by combining longitudinal 
ventilation with natural roof venting, which was found to be 
effective for smoke control under proper combination of vents 
spacing and jet fan operation intensity. Considering only 
natural upper venting, however, these studies do not include 
active mechanical ventilation in upper vents that is often used 
in urban tunnels with heavy traffic [2]. Active control of 
airflows through upper vents can improve efficiency in 
ventilation design. In real-world applications, ventilation in 
tunnels such as the Taihu tunnel [4] is designed with upper 
vents that can be operated for air extraction or supplement to 
achieve better control of the tunnel environment.  

As for optimal tunnel ventilation control (in terms of energy 
efficiency), studies [15][16] proposed an tunnel ventilation 
control optimization method using linear programming. Taking 
longitudinal air velocity inside the tunnel as an affine function 
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of the fan power, these studies were able to use the steady state 
pollutant dispersion model to a simulated loop tunnel for 
ventilation control objectives discussed earlier. However, the 
model considers only the in-tunnel pollutant concentration 
control and assumes that polluted air in the tunnel is discharged 
at only one ventilation shaft. As we will show later, when 
multiple discharging points are considered, the ventilation 
control problem can no longer be formulated via linear 
programming even simple affine relationship between fan 
intensity and velocity is employed. Hence, a new control model 
addressing ventilation needs for real world tunnels with 
multiple discharge points is necessary. In [3] the Subway 
Environment Simulation Program (SES) software [17] was 
used for the calculation of ventilation intensity for pollutant 
discharge control in urban tunnels with multiple ramps. The 
study, however, did not consider energy efficiency in fan 
operation. Some recent studies (e.g., [7]) started analyzing 
ventilation strategy of urban traffic link tunnels for smoke 
control under fire hazards. A static optimization model for 
vents layout design of complex tunnels is also proposed [18]. 
Nonetheless, optimal ventilation fan control in multi-vent 
tunnels for air quality management has not been well explored. 

In this study we propose an optimization model for 
energy-efficient ventilation and air quality control in complex 
urban tunnels with multi-discharge points. Using a novel 
reduced form of quantitative analytics for ventilation control 
and parameter estimation, we develop a nonlinear integer 
programming model that can accommodate various air quality 
management constraints.  

II. SYSTEM MODELING 

A. System Decomposition 

The ventilation and pollutant discharge system in a tunnel 
can be decomposed into subsystems according to the functional 
and spatial organization [12]. Functionally, a tunnel system 
consists mainly of three subsystems: traffic, ventilation, and 
pollutant emission. Traffic, the source of emissions in the 
tunnel, is subject to the effect of various transportation factors 
(e.g., traffic flow density, speed, tunnel throughput and 
capacity, etc.) that can be described using traffic flow models. 
Ventilation, usually the air-flow field characterized by 
aerodynamics models, is the result of the combined impacts of 
jet-fan operations and running vehicles (“piston effect”). This is 
the major driving force for vehicular emissions in the tunnel to 
be dispersed and discharged. Pollutant release (or emission) at 
discharge points is affected jointly by tunnel traffic and 
ventilation. The source strength of pollutant emission depends 
on traffic conditions such as traffic intensity, vehicular mix, and 
vehicle emission factors. The time-space distribution of 
pollutant concentration is influenced by ventilation and 
dispersion in the tunnel.  

Spatially, a tunnel can be divided into connected segments 
for ventilation analysis by access points of ramps and upper 
vents along the mainline. The whole tunnel system with 
multiple discharge points can be modeled as an aerodynamics 
system within a serial-branch structure. In this study we focus 
on one-way traffic tunnels that have multiple branches. It is 
common to use one separate channel for each traffic direction 
in urban tunnels, and the models we developed can be extended 

to the two-way traffic case by considering the effect of vehicle 
motion in the other direction [19][20]. Techniques in [7] can be 
used to convert a looped tunnel to a branched one.  

Fig.1 shows an example of a one-way traffic tunnel with 
multiple ramps and pollutant discharge vents. Tunnel segments 
are indexed by i ∈	 I = {1, 2, …, n + m}. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that only the mainline tunnel has upper 
vents, and each tunnel ramp is treated as one tunnel segment. 
The mainline tunnel segments are numbered from i = 1 to n, in 
the order from the entrance to the exit, and the ramp segments 
are numbered from n + 1 to n + m along the direction of traffic. 
This implies that the total number of upper vents along the 
mainline ceiling is n – m – 1. Each upper vent is equipped with 
either extraction or supplement fans. Pollutants can be released 
at all discharge points (i.e., tunnel and ramp exits as well as air 
extraction vents), within regulated emission rate limits.  

For modeling purpose, we label on-ramp and off-ramp 
segments separately by index sets Ion and Ioff, respectively. For 
any ramp segment i ∈	 Ion ∪	 Ioff, we use hi and hi + 1 to denote 
the upstream and downstream mainline tunnel segments that 
connects at the access point of the ramp segment i (i.e., the 
access point of the ramp is the division point of mainline 
segments hi and hi + 1) . We also define h0 = 0. 

B. Ventilation Control Input, Disturbance, State and Output 
Variables 

The longitudinal mechanical ventilation in a tunnel is mainly 
controlled by the jet fans installed along the tunnel ceiling. Let 
IJ be the index set of tunnel segments equipped with jet fans. In 
addition, distributed upper vents along the tunnel also affect the 
ventilation and pollutant discharge. Each upper vent can be 
used either for air extraction or supplement; we use IVE (or IVS) 
to denote the index set of tunnel segments that have upper vents 
for air extraction (or supplement) located at their ending points;. 
So if i ∈	IV = IVE ∪	IVS, then an upper vent is the division point of 
segments i and i + 1. Each vent is designed with a number of 
axial fans, each with a rate flow of Q0 (m3/s). For optimal 
performance of tunnel ventilation and pollutant discharge, the 
control system can adjust the number of jet-fans running in the 
segment, Ni (i ∈	IJ) and the number of axial fans running at each 
upper vents, N'i (i ∈	 IV). So Ni (i ∈	 IJ) and N'i (i ∈	 IV) are the 
control variables in tunnel ventilation.  

We take traffic intensity as measured disturbance. Let IS be 
the index set of the tunnel segments that has traffic sensors. We 
can use the normalized traffic volume in tunnel segment (i ∈	IS), 
which	 is	 a dimensionless scalar δi (called “traffic intensity”) 
obtained by dividing the real traffic volume qt

i (veh/h) by its 
predetermined base level q0

i > 0 (veh/h). Traffic intensity in all 

Fig. 1. Complex urban tunnel system  



 

segments is encoded by vector δ = {δi, i ∈	I}. Other factors such 
as traffic speed, fleet mix, boundary atmospheric turbulence are 
modeled as unmeasured disturbances.  

Airflow in the tunnel is the outcome of the combined effects 
of moving traffic, running jet fans inside the tunnel, and axial 
fans at the vents. Let vi be the average longitudinal air velocity 
(m/s) in tunnel segment i, we consider vector v = {vi, i ∈	 I} as 
the system state variable, which governs the pollutant 
dispersion in the tunnel.  

The performance measures of concern in tunnel ventilation 
control include concentrations of various air pollutant p in all 
tunnel segments, cp

i (mg/m3, “mg” stands for milligram), and 
emission rates at the discharge points in segments i ∈	IV ∪	IE for 
different air pollutant p, Qp

i (mg/s). Let IE denote the index set 
of all the tunnel segments with exiting traffic (i.e., mainline exit 
segment i = n and all the off-ramps). These performance 
measures (e.g., cp

i and Qp
i) are required to be maintained below 

certain limits for air quality control purpose. 
In the practice of tunnel ventilation control, ventilating fans 

are not expected to be switched on and off more often than once 
every 10 minutes for lifetime saving of the fans. The airflow in 
a tunnel cannot respond to fan changes faster than such a 
frequency either [15]. In addition, traffic condition does not 
notably change over 10-minute time intervals [15] [16]. 
Considering these facts, a static discrete-time control model is 
proposed in this study based on steady-state aerodynamics 
modeling and control for 10-min ventilation control intervals 
Considering that urban tunnels are generally not too long, it is 
reasonable to assume, for modeling purpose, that  

Assumption 1: The control interval covers the longest travel 
time of a vehicle through the tunnel.  

C. Basic Traffic Intensity and Air Velocity Variables 

We use Πt to denote all the subsets of tunnel segment indices 
that satisfy the following condition: If subset I1 ∈	 Πt, then 
during any control interval, traffic intensities in tunnel 
segments {δi, i ∈	 I1} are linearly independent, while traffic 
intensities in other tunnel segments δi (I ∈ I \ I1) are linear 
combinations of {δi, i ∈	I1}. We call {δi, i ∈	I1} the basic traffic 
intensity variables. Πa is defined similarly as the indexing set 
for basic air velocity variables in certain tunnel segments. We 
have a simple observation:  

Lemma 1: Under Assumption 1, we have (i) Πt = Πa given the 
control input  N'i (i ∈	 IV); (ii) A set IB is in Πt if and only if it 
contains for each s = 1, …, m, one element in two of the three 
sets {n + s},  {hs-1 + 1, hs-1 + 2, …, hs}, {hs, hs + 1, …, hs+1}, and 
no element from the third set. 

Proof: This follows readily from the way how we divide the 
tunnel into segments and the flow conservation condition. 
Specifically, define qa

i = Sivi as the air flow rate (m3/s) in tunnel 
segment i, where Si is the cross sectional area of tunnel segment 
i (m2). By flow conservation, during a control interval k (recall 
that Assumption 1 implies the control interval covers at least as 
long as the longest travel time of a vehicle through the tunnel), 
we have: 
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    (1) 

Denoting vectors qt = {qt
i, i ∈	 I}, qa = {qa

i, i ∈	 I}, we can write 
linear equations (1) in the matrix form Aqt = 0 and Aqa = b for 
proper matrix A∈ (n-1)×(n+m) with full row rank and vector b ∈	

(n+m+1) (noting that |Ion| + |Ioff| = m, |IV| = n – m – 1, |I| = n + m). 
We can reorganize the columns of A as A = [AB,  AN] such 

that AN has full column rank, and qt and qa can be partitioned 
accordingly as qt = [qt

B
T, qt

N
T]T and qa = [qa

B
T, qa

N
T]T. Then qt

N =  
–AN 

-1ABqt
B and qa

N = AN 
-1 (b – ABqa

B). IB consists of all the 
column indices of AB that satisfy the above partition. Since for 
each tunnel segment i ∈	I, δi = qt

i/q0
i and vi = qa

i/Si, by definition 
of Πt and Πa we know the set of all such i’s is both Πt and Πa, so 
(i) is true.  

For the proof of (ii), we notice that the above equations in (1) 
imply that for each s = 1, …, m, knowing one qt variable  in each 
of any two of the three sets {n + s},  {hs-1 + 1, hs-1 + 2, …, hs}, 
{hs, hs + 1, …, hs+1} is necessary and sufficient to determine all 
the qt variables in these three sets. Note that the union of these 
three sets over all s = 1, …, m is I; and the third set for s is just  
the second set for s + 1, so we have the result.                        ⏹ 

Let IB ∈	 Πt contain the indices of the segments that has basic 
traffic intensity variables. Then |IB| = m + 1 and Lemma 1 imply 
{vi, i ∈	 IB} are also basic air velocity variables. Let IN = I\IB 
contain the indices of segments with non-basic air 
velocity/traffic intensity variables. The objective of this indices 
split is to build a model that focuses on the base decision 
variables in segment i ∈	 IB. In particular, our analysis focuses 
on the basic velocity variables vB = {vi, i ∈	IB}. 

Remark 1: A standard approach to finding an index set IB ∈	
Πt is by QR factorization to first find any (n – 1) linearly 
independent columns in matrix A, IB consists of the indices of 
the rest of the columns in A. In the current application, however, 
it is easier to do this due to Lamma 1. For example, a simple 
choice can be IB ={1, n + 1, n + 2,…, n + m} ∈	Πt, i.e., the tunnel 
segments corresponding to mainline entrance, on-ramp 
entrances and off-ramp exits, where traffic volume is usually 
measured in practice.  

Assumption 2:  IS	∈	Πt. 
This assumption states that for any modeling time interval, 

the traffic intensity in any tunnel segment i ∈	 I is available by 
measurements {δi, i ∈	IS} during the same time interval. As will 
be clear later, this assumption facilitates the incorporation of 
traffic intensity and its effect in the tunnel ventilation control 
model. In practice, traffic sensors are (or can be) deployed for 
real-time monitoring. We also choose IB = IS ∈	 Πt for the 
convenience of aerodynamics modeling below.  

D. Steady-State Aerodynamics Model 

The airflow inside a typical serial-parallel tunnel system can 
be characterized by a group of aerodynamic equations that 
integrate flow continuity conditions and pressure balance 
conditions. The serial dimension of air movements in a tunnel, 
modeled according to flow continuity conditions, considers 
tunnel air flow in and between the longitudinal mainline tunnel 
segments (divided by ramps). The parallel dimension of air 



 

movements in a tunnel captures the behavior of air flux across 
boundaries between tunnel facilities (e.g., mainline and ramps), 
which can be described based on pressure balance conditions. 
Specifically, modeling of aerodynamics in a ventilated tunnel 
system includes 3 steps: 1) establishing force balance equation 
for each tunnel segment; 2) eliminating segment boundary 
pressure variables based on pressure balance conditions; and 3) 
eliminating non-basic air velocity variables vi, i ∈	IN using flow 
conservation conditions. This leads to a quadratic equation set, 
which consists of the steady-state ordinary differential 
equations (ODE) in terms of the basic air velocity vi, i ∈	 IB. 
More details of in-tunnel aerodynamics modeling are provided 
in the Appendix. Here we present the resulting general form of 
the multivariate quadratic equations with respect to vB: 
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                   (2) 

where Λ1, …, Λm+1 ∈	 (m+1)×(m+1) are symmetric matrices, and 
the values of model coefficients/parameters η1, …, ηm+1 ∈	

(m+1), ω1, …, ωm+1 ∈	  are defined in (A6) in the Appendix. As 
discussed in the Appendix, we note that Λ1, …, Λm+1, η1, …, 
ηm+1 and ω1, …, ωm+1  all depend on and hence can be derived as 
functions of the ventilation control variables Ni, i ∈	 IJ  and N'i, i 
∈	IV, as well as the traffic intensity δ.  

The relationships between the decision variables Ni, i ∈	 IJ  

(number of running fans in segment i),  N'i  , i ∈	 IV (number of 
running axial fans at the upper vents in segment i) and the basic 
tunnel air velocity variables vi (i ∈	 IB) are fundamental for 
ventilation control modeling. It is impractical to derive an exact 
explicit analytical form for this due to complex aerodynamic 
equations and the coupled effects among different tunnel 
segments (as seen in the derivation in the Appendix). 
Empirically, we observe that these relationships can be well 
approximated by an affine function by solving equation set (2) 
numerically with various settings of Ni (i ∈	 IJ), and N'i (i ∈	 IV) 
for given traffic intensity (e.g., results in Fig. 4 in Section IV for 
a typical tunnel). Such approximation can also be justified 
according to studies [15][16]: the authors confirmed that the 
effect of the operating power for ventilation fans on air velocity 
inside the tunnel segment can be modelled as an affine function 
based on simulations and measurements in different tunnels. 
Since fan operating power is	 proportional	 to	 the	 number	 of	
fans Ni at similar jet speed, in-tunnel air velocity vi can be 
modeled as an affine function of Ni in our case. In addition, air 
supplement or extraction flow through upper vents conforms to 
flow continuity conditions that consists of simple additions, 
hence we can write the following steady-state airflow equation 
to approximate the effect of ventilation control variables on the 
basic flow velocity variables vi (i ∈	IB): 
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                    (3a) 

where αij and βik are linearization coefficients (m/s). αij 
represents the marginal contribution of one extra running 
jet-fan in segment j to the air velocity in segment i; βik 
represents the contribution of one additional running axial fan 
at an upper vent in segment k to the air velocity in segment i; 
and γi is the intercept for segment i (m/s). These parameters αij, 

βik and γi can be estimated using linear regression on results 
from solving (2) with different fan input settings. 

Based on flow conservation conditions (1), one notes that the 
non-basic velocity variables vi (i ∈	 IN) can be written as linear 
combinations of the basic velocity variables and the number of 
running axial fans at the upper vents: 

,   ,' N
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where λij is dimensionless and μil has unit in m/s. So vi, i ∈	 IN  

can also be approximated by affine functions of Nj (j ∈	 IJ) and 
N'k (k ∈	 IV), like in (3a). Hence (3a) can actually be generic to 
characterize all vi (i ∈	I). Moreover, the linearization parameters 
in (3a) may vary across different traffic intensity δ (the main 
disturbance in the system), we therefore modify (3a) slightly to 
(4) below to explicitly account for the effect of traffic intensity:  
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Note that (4) distinguishes our model from those proposed in 
earlier studies (e.g., [15]) in that it explicitly models the 
variation of key model parameters in response to changes in 
traffic condition. This improves model fidelity and control 
performance. Specific functions for αij(δ), βik(δ), and γi(δ) can 
be calibrated offline empirically based on the numerical 
solutions of (2) under various δ values. We discuss the choice 
of parameterization for αik(δ), βil(δ), and γi(δ) in more details in 
Section III. The advantage of (4) comes from the affine 
relationship in (3a) modeled under different traffic intensity 
[16][21]. Since traffic intensity δB = {δi, i ∈	 IB = IS} can be 
measured real-time, such direct quantitative models linking 
traffic and airflow data will prove useful for the design of 
optimal ventilation control (see Section III). To reduce the 
number of model parameters without hampering model 
precision, we make the following assumption (which will be 
verified true for typical tunnel conditions). 

Assumption 3: Model coefficients αik, βil, and γi in (4) of air 
velocity in tunnel segment i are affected only by the traffic 
intensity in segment i and that in adjacent segments. 

In other words, we only need to consider the effects of traffic 
intensity in nearby segments  on the airflow in a tunnel 
segment. . Specifically, we have the following observation:  

Lemma 2: With Assumption 3 above, for each tunnel segment 
i ∈	 IB ∈	 Πt, the coefficients αij (j ∈	 IJ), βik (k ∈	 IV), and γi in 
airflow equation (4) depend on traffic intensity vector δ 
through linear mapping TiδB, Ti ∈	 3×(m+1). 

Proof: This follows directly from the definition of Πt.           ⏹ 

E. Steady-State Air Pollutant Dispersion Model  

The distribution of air pollutant concentration inside a 
longitudinally ventilated tunnel can be described by 
one-dimensional diffusion-advection equations [7][10][15]. 
Pollutant deposition (the sink term in a diffusion-advection 
equation) is usually neglected due to its limited effect on the 
dispersion and movement of gaseous pollutants inside the 
tunnel [22]. As a result, for each tunnel segment we have: 
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where cp
i is concentration of pollutant p in segment i (mg/m3), xi 

is the distance from the starting point of segment i (m), kx is the 
longitudinal diffusion coefficient (m-2), qp

i is the emission rate 



 

of pollutant p (mg/m3/s), which is the emission from running 
vehicles in tunnel segment i. Given that advection and source 
emissions generally dominate the distribution of pollutant 
concentrations in the tunnel [22], (5) can be further simplified 
by dropping the diffusion term. The steady-state solution to the 
simplified tunnel diffusion-advection equation then takes the 
simple form: cp

i(xi) = cp
0i + qp

ixi/vi, which implies that the 
steady-state pollutant concentration increases linearly with 
distance xi from the upstream end and achieves its maximum 
value at the downstream end of the tunnel segment (when xi = Li 
is the length of the tunnel segment) [22]: 

,)( 0max
i

i
p
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p
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where cp
max i is the maximum air pollutant concentration in 

tunnel segment i (mg/m3). cp
0i is the concentration of pollutant p 

at the upstream end of segment i (mg/m3): it depends on the 
pollution level, air supplements, and ramp accesses in the 
upstream segments. cp

0i can be determined for different types of 
tunnel segments as discussed below.   

For the mainline entrance segment and the on-ramp 
segments that are inlets of traffic and are connected directly to 
the open air outside of the tunnel, we have the boundary 
condition for these tunnel segments: 
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p
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p
i Iiicc                       (7a) 

where cp
amb is the ambient pollutant concentration outside the 

tunnel (mg/m3), which depends on surrounding air quality 
conditions.  

For two adjacent mainline segments divided by an air 
extraction vent or an off-ramp access point,  
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       (7b)               

For two adjacent mainline segments divided by an air 
supplement vent, by continuous conditions and conservation of 
mass [12],  
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For two adjacent mainline segments divided by the access 
point of an on-ramp,   
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Based on the pollutant concentration distribution, we can 
derive pollutant discharge rate at tunnel discharge points. For 
tunnel exit and off-ramps, pollutant discharge rate is: 

).or  (  ,max offiiii
p IinicSvQ                 (8a) 

For upper vents with air extraction in a tunnel segment,  
).(  ,' max0 VEii

p
i IicNQQ                           (8b) 

III. OPTIMAL VENTILATION CONTROL  

A. System Inputs/Control and State 

As shown in (2), fan operations in a tunnel segment or at a 
vent will affect air velocity in every segment of the tunnel, but 
with varying magnitudes of effect for different segments. This 
is an important aspect to consider for the design of ventilation 
control. Further, the effect of ventilation fans on air flow is 
influenced by traffic intensity. For practical control purpose, 
we need to calibrate this dependency quantitatively.  

Define u(k) = [Ni(k) (i ∈	 IJ), N'i(k) (i ∈	 IV), 1]T as the control 

input vector, and for each tunnel segment i ∈	 IB define the 
coefficient vector φi(k)	∈ L at time interval k as: φi(k) = [αij(k) 
(j ∈	IJ), βik(k) (k ∈	IV), γi(k)]T, where L = |IJ| + |IV| + 1. We make 
an important modeling choice of function φi(k) for practical 
ventilation control: For each i ∈	 IB, φi(k) depends on k only 
through traffic intensity δ(k). This means that function φi(δ) is 
time-invariant. Since Lemma 2 implies φit(δ) = φit(TiδB) = 
φit(δi), we can write φi(k) = φi(δi(k)). This approach is 
reasonable given that: 1) traffic is the single major source of 
disturbance to tunnel airflow: it is the dominant driving force 
for longitudinal air flow inside the tunnel next to the jet fans; 2) 
Traffic intensity δB is monitored in the system, and Ti is a 
time-invariant deterministic linear operator. Historical data for 
δi’s are hence available, For  the specified functional form 
φi(δi(k)), observations of traffic intensity δi’s can be used for 
estimating model coefficients using standard regression 
techniques; 3) An additive noise term εi ∈	  can be introduced 
to the real underlying system state variable vi(k), i ∈	 IB to 
account for other unmeasured disturbances and modeling 
errors. Then for control interval k, (4) can be written as:  

       vi(k) = φi(δi(k))Tu(k) + εi(k).        i ∈	IB         (9) 
We also desire each function φi(δi(k)) (i ∈	IB) to be calibrated 

fast for real-time operation. Based on analysis of typical 
mainline-ramp tunnel system using (2), we find that each φit(δi) 
(i ∈	 IB) can be well-approximated by an affine function, which 
implies the follows:  

Lemma 3: If we choose φit(δi) to be affine under conditions of 
Lemma 2, then function φit can be completely specified using 
only three parameters.  

Proof: By the characterization of Πt in Lemma 1 and traffic 
intensity δi defined in Lemma 2, we note that for any i ∈ IB ∈	Πt, 
one of the entries in δi(k) ∈	 3

 can be written as a time-invariant 
linear combination of the other two. Let δi'(k) represent the 
other two entries, we can then write δi(k) = Ti'δi'(k), with Ti' ∈	

2×3 with full row rank.  
Now assuming the affine function φit(δi(k)) = a0

it
Tδi(k) + bit 

with a0
it ∈ 3, and bit ∈	 , then we have φit(δi(k)) = a0

it
TTi'δi'(k) 

+ bit = ait
Tδi'(k) + bit, where ait

T = a0
it

TTi'. Therefore, the triplet 
{ait1, ait2, bit} completely specifies each function φit(δi).         ⏹                 

Using the notation in the proof of Lemma 3, we now re-write 
(9) to express air flow velocity for each tunnel segment i ∈	IB  as 
explicit function of u and δ: 
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where hi(k) = [u1(k)δi'(k)T, …, ul(k)δi'(k)T, u(k)T] T; and θi = 
[ai1

T, …, ail
T, bi1

T, …, bil]T. Since ul(k) = 1, (10) is a standard 
linear model with interaction terms. Model coefficients hi(k) 
can be estimated using standard linear regression techniques.  

B. Multi-Target Tunnel Ventilation Control  

As discussed above, the quantitative relationship between 
tunnel ventilation control inputs, measured traffic disturbance 
and system state in one tunnel segment can be approximated 
using a simple linear model. However, the combined effects of 
ventilation control inputs across multiple tunnel segments on 



 

air velocity distribution in the system is nontrivial. In addition, 
tunnel ventilation is required to meet multiple air quality 
control targets such as limit on maximum CO concentration 
inside the tunnel and regulation on pollutant discharge rate at 
tunnel vents/outlets (e.g., maximum allowable NOx emission 
rate at every discharge point). Energy efficiency is certainly 
another consideration in ventilation system design and 
operations management. This constitutes a 
multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) problem of distributed 
parameter system with a centralized control scheme.   

The problem can be formulated as an optimization model 
based on  (9) that models the air velocity as a function of input 
and disturbance, and (5), (6), and (7) that describe pollutant 
dispersion and discharge. We aim to develop ventilation control 
strategies (via configuration of ventilation devices including jet 
fans along the tunnel and axial fans in the vents) to satisfy the 
multiple air quality control targets/constraints at the minimal 
energy cost (i.e., minimum number of running fans). 
Specifically, for a control interval k (k ≥1), the optimization 
model is given as:  
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In model (11), the objective function is to minimize the total 
number of running fans (as a surrogate for ventilation energy 
cost) in all the segments and upper vents. The first two 
constraints are the maximum CO concentration requirement 
inside the tunnel and the NOx emission rate limits at the 
discharge points, respectively. The next two constraints specify 
the upper and lower bounds (≥ 0) of control variables (i.e., the 
number of running fans in each segment and at each upper 
vent). The vi

low (m/s) in the fifth constraint is the minimum air 
velocity required in tunnel segment i to ensure enough air 
exchange rate in the tunnel [19]. Finally, to avoid frequent 
fan-on/fan-off switches and other abrupt fan adjustments for 
the saving of fan lifetimes, the last two constraints add limits to 
the maximum delta changes in the number of running jet-fans 
and axial fans from one control interval to next.  

Note that, (6), (7), (8), and (10) derived earlier are implicitly 
included in expressing of the first, second and the fifth 
constraints in terms of the decision variables {Ni (i ∈	IJ), N'i (i ∈	
IV)}. This enable us to evaluate how to solve this optimization 
problem next.  

C. Solving the ventilation optimization problem 

In the tunnel ventilation optimization model (11) constructed 
above, the objective function and the last five constraints are 
linear in terms of decision variables Ni (i ∈	 IJ) and N'i (i ∈	 IV). 
The first two constraints, when further expanded as functions of 
the decision variables by plugging in (6)~(8), are nonlinear with 
respect to Ni (i ∈	 IJ) and N'i (i ∈	 IV) for certain tunnel segments. 

Specifically, the resulting nonlinear functions are polynomial 
in terms of Ni or N'i  (or both), with orders ≥ 2 depending on the 
number of segments upstream the segment in question.  Since 
both Ni and N'i are integers, the optimization model (11) is a 
nonlinear integer programing problem.   

Remark 2: Note that by taking the negative of its objective 
function, (11) can be regarded as a convex maximization 
problem with integer decision variables and polynomial 
constraints (some polynomials with degree ≥ 2). The model can 
be further reduced to a linear integer programing if the relevant 
polynomial constraints are “Integer Convex” [23]. However, 
this “Integer-Convexity” is hard to verify since both the degree 
and the coefficients in the relevant polynomials depend on 
many factors such as the tunnel geometric layout, aerodynamic 
parameters of the tunnel system. Thus linear integer 
programing techniques such as cutting plane method or variants 
of branch and bound method are not suitable for this problem.  

Here we propose two practical approaches to solve the 
optimization problem defined in (11): 1) using the commonly 
adopted nonlinear programming solution methods such as 
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) for the continuous 
relaxation of problem (11), we can then round the resulting 
optimal solution to their nearest non-negative integers; 2) apply 
heuristic method such as Tabu search to choose the best 
solution found to meets all the constraints within given 
stopping rules. When the total number of running fans required 
{Ni (i ∈	 IJ), N'i (i ∈	 IV)} is relatively small (e.g., < 105), brute 
force search can be used provided with acceptable 
computational cost.  

D. Real-Time Ventilation Control  

For a control interval k, the algorithm starts by predicting 
average traffic volume q̂B(k) = {q̂ t

i(k), i ∈ IB} using time-series 
models based on traffic monitoring data. Then we recover the 
complete traffic volume vector prediction: 
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Where conversion matrix A is defined in Lemma 1; AB consists 
of the columns in A whose column indices are in IB; and AN 

contains the rest columns in A. Next we calculate traffic 
intensity vector in tunnel segments δ̂B(k) = { q̂ t

i(k)/q0
i, i ∈ IB} 

using the given base traffic volume data. Finally, we project  
δ̂B(k) to a lower dimensional δ̂i'(k) = [δ̂i1'(k), δ̂i2'(k)]T for each 
tunnel segment i ∈	 IB, both entries of which can be extracted 
from vector δ̂(k) = { q̂ t

i(k)/q0
i, i ∈ I}.  

    We summarize the control algorithm and steps for control 
interval k as below: 

a. Predicting tunnel traffic intensity vector δ̂B(k) and 
calculating the linear mapping of  δ̂i'(k) for each tunnel segment 
i ∈	IB using the procedure described above;  

b. For each tunnel segment i ∈	IB, updating model parameters 
αik(k), βil(k), and γi(k) (as affine functions of δi'(k)) using the 
predicted δ̂i'(k) and calibrated parameter θi;  

c. Solving optimization problem (11) for optimal control 
values of running fans Ni

*(k) (i ∈	IJ), N'i*(k) (i ∈	IV). The control 
scheme from the previous cycle can be used as the initial 
iteration vector in solving problem (11); 

d. Implementing the resulting control scheme; and then 
e. Moving on to next control cycle k + 1. 



 

Note that the affine function parameters θi (i ∈	IB) can also be 
updated dynamically using the real-time feed of traffic and air 
quality monitoring data if available. This can be done in either a 
batch or a recursive fashion.  

IV. A CASE STUDY 

A. Tunnel Configuration and Simulation Data 

For illustration of the ventilation control model developed in 
this study, the ventilation system of the new Zijingang Tunnel 
in Hangzhou, China is studied. This 2.16 km-long tunnel 
underneath Zijingang Rd. has two separate channels with 
rectangular cross-sections. The two-lane east channel serves the 
north-bound traffic and the two-lane west channel 
accommodates the south-bound traffic. Since the east and west 
channels are physically separate, each channel is essentially an 
individual tunnel. Here we focus on the east channel that has 
one on-ramp from Yuhangtang Rd. and one off-ramp to 
Liuxiang Rd. (Fig. 2). There are two upper vents in the mainline 
tunnel: one for air supplement and the other for air extraction. 
Considering the ramp accessing points and the vents, we can 
divide the tunnel system into n = 7 segments: segments 1 to 5 
along the direction of traffic are mainline segments; segments 6 
and 7 are the on- and off-ramps, respectively. The tunnel is 
equipped with 49 jet-fans, divided into 16 groups, for 
north-bound ventilation along the direction of traffic. The 
segment index sets are I = {1, 2, …,7}; Ion = {6}; Ioff = {7}; IB = 
{1, 6, 7}; IJ = I\{4}; IV = {2, 4}; IVS = {2}; IVE = {4}. More 

tunnel parameters are given in Table I.  
 
Vehicular emission factors for CO are estimated according to 

the baseline emission factor given in [19], and emission factors 
for NOx are derived based on [24]. The traffic parameters (e.g., 
fleet mix, average speed and density) are regarded as 
homogeneous across tunnel segments, so the emission rates 
from the tunnel segments are proportional to the lengths of the 
segments. Using the typical tunnel traffic mix, the composite 
emission rates of CO and NOx in the mainline middle sections 
(segments 2 and 3) are estimated to be 0.22 mg/m/s and 0.003 
mg m/s, respectively for baseline free-flow traffic conditions. 
According to the average local air quality monitoring data [25], 
the background concentrations for CO and NOx are CCO

amb = 
0.72 mg/m3 and CNOx

amb = 0.05 mg/m3, respectively. 
Via tunnel ventilation, we aim to control the maximum CO 

concentration in the tunnel and NOx emission rates at the 
discharge points (e.g., extraction vents and tunnel outlets).  
According to the PIARC standard [26], The maximum CO 
concentration in a tunnel is 70ppm (≈ 87.5 mg/m3 under 
standard condition). Limits for NOx emission rates are 120 
mg/s and 240 mg/s for extraction vents and tunnel outlet, 
respectively, according to the air quality control standard 
regulated by local municipal authority.  

From the steady-state pollutant dispersion model (5) for this 
tunnel, we have CCO

max2 ≥ CCO
max1; CCO

max5 ≥ CCO
max4 ≥ CCO

max3. 
Therefore, we only need to include constraints on CCO

max2, 5, 7 in 
model (11). Constraints of the NOx emission rates Qi

NOx
 at all 

the three discharge points are included in (11): mainline 
extraction vent (i = 4), mainline outlet (i = 5), and off-ramp 
outlet (i = 7). Calculation of these variables is given below:  
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  (12) 

With (12), we can then construct and solve the optimization 
problem following (11) for optimal ventilation control of the 
studied tunnel. Lower and upper bounds of the decision 
variables are given in Table I.  

For illustration, a 4-hour typical traffic scenario (Fig. 3) is 
used as input for the simulation. With10-minute ventilation 
control cycle, this translates to k = 1, 2, …, 24 control 
intervals. We assume traffic volume changes in a homogenous 
pattern, i.e., δB(k) = δ(k)1 for some δ(k)	 ∈	 , where 1 is a 
vector of one’s. The scalar value δ(k) is profiled in Fig. 3 for 
the 24 control intervals. In the simulation, every time a new 
optimal decision is generated, (2) is solved to derive the 
airflow field in the tunnel. Next (7) and (8) are evaluated to 
derive system performance (i.e., CO concentrations in the 
tunnel and NOx emission rates at the discharge points) from 
the control scheme. As the initial condition, all the jet-fans are 

 
Fig. 2. Layout of the East Channel of Zijingang Tunnel 

TABLE I  TUNNEL PARAMETERS 

Notation Quantity Value 

L1~L5 Lengths of mainline segments (km) 0.43, 1.2, 0.35, 
0.04, 0.14,  

L6, L7 Lengths of ramps (km) 0.54, 0.16
St, Sr Cross-section area of mainline, ramps (m2) 63, 52.5 
dt, dr Hydraulic diameter of mainline, ramps (m) 7.875, 7.24 
Nup

1,2,3,5,6,7 Available number of jet fans in the segments  9, 20, 10, 2, 6, 2 
Nlow

1,2,3,5,6,7 Lower bound of number of running jet fans in 
the segments  

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

vf Jet speed of the jet fans (m/s) 39 
Sf Cross-section area of a jet fan (m2) 0.4 
K Pressure-rise coefficient of jet fans 0.88 
N’up

2, 4 Number of axial fans available at the air 
supplement or extraction upper vents 

10, -12 

N’low
2, 4 Number of axial fans available at the air 

supplement or extraction upper vents 
1, 0 

Q0 Rate flow of each axial fan (m3/s) 6 
ζ1,2,…,7 Local pressure loss coefficient due to 

curvature, flow convergence or divergence 
0.9, 0, 0, 0.1, 
1.0, 0.9, 1.3 

λ  Tunnel wall friction resistance coefficient 0.02 
q0

1, 6, 7 Base traffic volume through mainline 
entrance, on-ramp and off-ramp (veh/h) 

1310, 190, 160 

vt Average traffic speed (km/h)  40
Sv Equivalent frontal area of an average vehicle 

in the tunnel (m2) 
1.5 

nlim, n’lim Delta change limit of fan operations between 
two adjacent control intervals 

6 

vlow
1,2,…,7 Minimum required air velocities in tunnel 

segments (m/s) 
2 



 

switched off at the beginning of the simulation. Results from 
averages over 30 simulations are reported later. 

B. Calibration of System Parameters 

We establish the system of quadratic equations (2) in terms 
of the steady-state base air flow velocities vB = [v1, v6, v7]T: 
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where f2 and f3 are quadratic functions of v1, v6, and v7, which 
are obtained by writing g2(v2) + g3(v3) in terms of v1, v6, and 
g4(v4) + g5(v5) in terms of v1, v6, and v7. The calculation of 
coefficients in the quadratic functions gi are given in the 
appendix. Under any given traffic intensity level δ, solving (13) 
gives us steady-state air velocities v1, v6, and v7 as functions of 
decision variables {Ni (i ∈	 IJ), N'i (i ∈	 IV)}. Fig. 4 shows result 
for the first junction of the tunnel branches under basic traffic 
volume (δ = 1). One can see the affine relationships between air 
flow velocities and the decision variables Ni and N'i, as we 
rationalized in (3). Interestingly, we also note that α11, α12 > 0, 
whereas α16 < 0, indicating that at for the given traffic intensity 
condition, enhancing fan operations in a segment tends to speed 
up airflows in this segment and up- and down-stream serial  
segments but slow down airflows in its parallel branch 
segment. This makes air quality control nontrivial in complex 
tunnels, since increasing the running fans in a segment does not 
necessarily help pollutant dispersion in other segments.  

In order to quantify the impact of traffic intensity, we 
calibrate air velocity coefficients φ1,6,7 using results from cases 
of δ = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 (which covers the traffic variation range in 
tunnel operations). As shown in Fig. 4(c), parameters α1k (k = 1, 

2, 3, 5, 6, and 7, the first six entries of φ1) are approximately 
affine in δ, similar pattern is also observed for φ6,7. The reduced 
form in (10) is hence justified. Model parameters θ1,6,7 of the 
affine functions are estimated via linear regression, with results 
shown in Table II.  

Note that for each tunnel segment i = 1, 6, 7 and j = 1, 2, …, 
8, the sum of aij1 + aij2 is reported instead of aij1, aij2 separately. 
This is because we analyze the case of homogenous traffic 
intensity using a single scalar δ. The two entries of each aij

T can 
only be identified by their sum. We can see that as traffic 
intensity increases, some model parameters increase, while 
others decrease. This is the result of air flow field interaction, 
which makes ventilation control nontrivial and demands 
comprehensive quantitative modeling [4]. We also observe that 
fan-induced airflow in a tunnel segment is affected mainly by 
jet-fans in that segment and those in adjacent segments. The 
effect of fans in segments farther-away diminishes quickly (e.g. 
see Fig. 4(c)). Similarly, the impact of fan operations in upper 
vents on tunnel air flows decreases as the tunnel segments are 
farther away from the vent (see Fig. 4(b)). This provides 
empirical support to further simplify the parameterization of 
the reduced form model in (10) if needed.  

C. Simulation Results and Discussion 

For comparisons, we start by considering only the maximum 
CO concentration requirement in the tunnel (i.e., applying all 
the constraints in (11) except for the second one). The resulting 
ventilation control strategy suggested by solving the model, 
including Ni (i ∈	IJ), the numbers of running jet-fans, N'i (i ∈	IV), 
the number of axial fans at upper vents, and ΣNfi + ΣN'i, the total 
number of running fans, is shown in Fig. 5(a). We can see that 
the total number of running fans is positively correlated with 
tunnel traffic. To meet the CO concentration requirement in the 
tunnel, mainly the jet-fans in the entrance segment 1 and 
off-ramp segment 7 are operated during high traffic/emission 
periods. Air extraction fans at the 2nd upper vent are all 
switched off while only one air supplement fan at 1st upper vent 
is switched on. The average number of running fans is 7.5 
during the high traffic period from t = 80~200 min. 

With the suggested optimal ventilation strategy in Fig. 5(a), 
Figs. 5(b), (c) and (d) depict the resulting longitudinal air 
velocity in key segments of the tunnel, the maximum CO 
concentrations in the most polluted tunnel segments (i.e., 
CCO

max2, 5, 7), and the NOx emission rates at all the discharge 
points (QNOx

4,5,7), respectively. Due to the consideration of the 

CCO
max constraints in designing the ventilation scheme, CO 

concentrations in the concerned tunnel segments are 
maintained below the 87.5 mg/m3 limit throughout the 
simulation period. There were short instances for control cycles 
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Fig. 3. Traffic intensity profile 

(a) Steady-state relationship between N1, 2, 6 and v1, 2, 6 (δ =1) 

 
        (b) Steady-state relationship between                     (c) α1j under different δ 

                          N’2, 4 and v1, 2, 6 (δ =1) 
Fig. 4. Steady-state airflows in tunnel segments and affine function parameters 

TABLE II   ESTIMATE OF MODEL PARAMETERS  

φij = bij + 
(aij1 + aij2)δ 

i = 1 i = 6 i = 7 
aij1+aij2 bij aij1+aij2 bij aij1+aij2 bij 

  k = 1 -0.056 0.404 0.388 -0.595 -0.007 0.052 
  k = 2 -0.020 0.092 -0.005 0.089 -0.005 0.086 
αik k = 3 -0.017 0.087 -0.007 0.088 -0.004 0.082 

k = 5 -0.020 0.064 -0.573 0.434 0.053 -0.575 
k = 6 0.033 -0.370 -0.491 0.866 0.001 0.054 
k = 7 -0.006 0.049 0.696 -0.413 -0.065 0.809 

βik 
k = 2 0.003 -0.017 0.053 -0.052 0.004 0.034 
k = 4 -0.001 0.005 -0.049 0.037 -0.004 -0.041 
γi 0.847 2.258 0.199 1.684 0.110 1.906 



 

k = 8 and k = 20 when the maximum CO concentration in the 
last mainline segment (CCO

max5) exceeds the limit slightly 
(mainly due to traffic prediction error), but the optimal 
controller reacts quickly to adjust fan operations to the sudden 
change in traffic to bring CO concentration back under control 
limit (Fig. 5 (c)). Since the current simulation case neglects 
NOx emission constraints at discharge points, the NOx emission 
rates at the mainline exit can exceed the municipal standard by 
as much as 30% during high traffic period (Fig. 5 (d)). On the 
other hand, there is little NOx emission discharged at vent 2 
since the extraction fans are switched off in this scenario which 
focus on controlling only CO concentration  in the tunnel.  

Now taking both maximum CO concentration and NOx 
emission rate limits into account, we apply the whole set of 
constraints in (11). Solving the optimization problem gives us 
the optimal ventilation strategy (in terms of Ni, N'i and ΣNi + 
ΣN'i as shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively). The total 
number of operating fans is again positively correlated with 
traffic/emission, and with much larger number of fans 
operating in comparison to the previous case where only 
in-tunnel CO concentration was addressed. In addition to jet 
fans in segments 1, 2, 7 that were turned on in the previous 
scenario, ventilation fans in segments 3 and 6 are also switched 
on to help meet the NOx emission limits during high traffic 
period. The specific number of running fans in segment 1 
(segment 2) is considerably more (less) than in the previous 
scenario. Further, to help distribute NOx emissions across vents 
for the satisfaction of NOx discharge limits at the mainline exit, 
the number of running air extraction fans at upper vent 2 now 
increases from 0 to an average value of 1.7 during high traffic 
period t=80 min to 200 min. The air supplement flow at upper 
vent 1 remains at its lower limit of 6 m3/s without change. With 

this ventilation strategy, Figs. 6(c) and (d) show the system 
performance with respect to CCO

max2, 5, 7  and QNOx
4,5,7, which are 

all within the respective limits. Specifically, comparing 
between the results in Figs.5(c), (d) and those in Figs. 6(d) and 
(e), we can see that due to the difference in upstream fan 
operations and air extraction through the 2nd vent, air velocity 
decreases in the last mainline segment (v5) while goes up 
significantly in the off-ramp segment (v7) compared to the 
previous case. This helps reduce NOx emission rate at the 
mainline exit (QNOx

5) by increasing NOx emission rate at 
off-ramp exit (QNOx

7) (both below the specified limit of 240 
mg/s). Due to more stringent constraints, the average number of 
running fans increases from 7.5 to 13.08 during the peak traffic 
(80~200 min), which is 74.4% more than needed when only CO 
concentration standard is considered.    

As such, this study has proposed and demonstrated a 
multi-target multi-point ventilation control optimization 
method for complex urban tunnels. The control schemes based 
on solutions to the nonlinear integer programing problem of 
tunnel ventilation in response to traffic and emissions are 
shown effective and energy efficient to comply with in-tunnel 
air quality requirements as well as emission discharge limits. 
Aerodynamics and dispersion models in the tunnel are 
established and calibrated for a serial-parallel tunnel system to 
capture the fundamental relationships between fan-operations 
(in the tunnel and at the upper vents) and the airflow velocities, 
pollutant concentrations, emission discharges. Simulations in 

(a) Ni and N’i  sequences for ventilation control

(b) The total number of fans on      (c) Velocity inside the tunnel

 (d) CCO
max in tunnel segments        (e) QNOx at discharge points 

Fig. 6. Tunnel ventilation control (with both  CCO
lim and QNOx

lim targets) 
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(b) Velocity inside the tunnel 
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Fig. 5. Tunnel ventilation control (with CCO
lim requirements) 
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the case study demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
method, which can be adopted in tunnel ventilation design and 
operations to calculate special proportions and sequences of the 
running fans in different tunnel segments and upper vents in 
order to meet multiple control requirements.   

For implementation in real world applications, we will also 
need to account for possible time-varying parameters due to 
unmeasured disturbances. This can be done by adaptively 
tuning model parameters γi (or the hyper-parameters ail and bil 

associated with it). More sophisticated traffic prediction 
models can also be incorporated. Other factors such as spatial 
variation of traffic flow in the tunnel and better resolved vehicle 
emission factors can be used. The modeling framework can 
also be expanded for two-way traffic tunnels. For more 
advanced variable jet-fan speed control, dynamic traffic and 
aerodynamics models can be used for shorter control intervals 
to adjust fan speed in addition to number of operating fans.  

APPENDIX 

In this Appendix, we provide a detailed description of 
aerodynamics modeling steps for general mainline-ramp 
structured complex tunnels.   

Step 1. Force Balance in Each Tunnel Segment 

The steady state force balance equation (A1) below holds for 
air flow in each tunnel segment: 

0, erft FFFFF             (A1) 

where ΣF is the sum of the external forces (kN) imposed on the 
air in the segment, which consists of four parts [19][27] [28]: 

a. Ft is the ventilation force due to traffic: 
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where ρ is the air density (kg/m3); v is the longitudinal air 
velocity (m/s); vt is the average speed of the vehicles (m/s); M= 
δq0L/vt is the total number of vehicles in the tunnel segment; L 
is the segment length (m); Svk is the frontal area of vehicle k 
(m2), vvk is the speed of vehicle k (m/s); Cdk is the drag 
coefficient of vehicle k; Sv=Σk CdkSvk/M is the equivalent frontal 
area of an average vehicle in the segment.  

b. Ff is the ventilation force by jet-fans in operation: 
),( vvvKSNF ffff                 (A1b) 

where N is the number of running jet-fans in the segment, K is 
the pressure-rise coefficient depending on the specification 
parameters of jet-fans [26], Sf is the cross-sectional area of the 
jet fan (m2), vf  is the jet speed through the jet-fans (m/s). 

c. Fr is the frictional resistance and local pressure loss: 
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            (A1c) 

where S is the cross-sectional area of the tunnel segment (m2), λ 
is the friction resistance coefficient of the tunnel wall, de is the 
hydraulic diameter of the tunnel segment (m), ζ is the 
coefficient of local pressure loss [29].  

d. Fe is the force of the boundary pressure difference: 
)( outin ppSFe  ,              (A1d) 

where pin and pout are the static pressure (kPa) at the starting and 
ending points of the segment, respectively.  

Step 2. Eliminating Segments’ Boundary Pressure Variables  

Applying (A1) to all the tunnel segments i ∈	I, we have  
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            (A2) 

where quadratic function gi(vi) = aivi
2 + bivi + ci, with 

coefficients given below (in ai, bi, ci, the subscript i is omitted 
for variables that are constant across different segments): 
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  (A3) 

pi in (A2) is the static pressure at the exit of segment i, i.e., it is 
pout for segment i and pin for segment i + 1. 

In the model, we assume that the static pressure at tunnel 
portals is zero, in particular p0 = pn = 0. So we have |I| = n + m 
independent equations in (A2) with n+m unknown velocity 
variables and n – 1 unknown segment boundary pressure 
variables. Apparently, we can eliminate them as below:  

(i) For i = hj with j ∈	Ion we write pi = gj(vj), and for i = hj with 
j ∈	 Ioff we write pi = –gj(vj), this is based on the last two 
equations in (A3) that encode the “pressure balance” 
condition;  

(ii) For all adjacent pairs of two ramps j and j' (n < j < j'), do 
the following: if there are some segments between segment hj 
and hj' (n < j < j') i’s, then combining the first equation in (A2) 
over {i: hj' ≥ i > hj }, we have: 
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 (iii) Combine the first equation in (A2) over {i: hn+1 ≥ i ≥ 1}, 
and sum over {i: n ≥ i > hn+m}, we get: 
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(iv) Use the results obtained from (i) to eliminate the 
boundary pressure terms in (A4).  

After steps (i)~(iv), the n – 1 segments’ boundary pressure 
variables are all eliminated, what remains is a system of (n + m) 
– (n – 1) = m + 1 equations of n + m air velocity variables: 
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   (A5) 

In the last equation the sign in front of the gn+j(vn+j) term is 
positive if n + j ∈	Ion and negative otherwise (i.e., n + j ∈	Ioff); in 



 

each of the other equations the sign in front of the gn+j(vn+j) term 
that is beside the summation is negative if n + j ∈	 Ion and 
positive otherwise (i.e., n + j ∈	 Ioff); the sign in front of any 
other gn+j(vn+j) term is positive if n + j ∈	 Ion and negative 
otherwise. 

Step 3. Eliminating Non-Basic Air Velocity Variables  

Based on the definition of IB and the proof of Lemma 1, we 
partition v = [vB

T, vN
T]T in accordance to qa = [qa

B
T, qa

N
T]T. Since 

for each i ∈	I, vi = qa
i/Si, we can write:  
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where DN ∈	 (n-1)×(n-1) is a diagonal matrix that has its j th 
diagonal entry djj = Si, vi corresponds to the jth entry of vN; DB ∈	

(m+1)×(m+1) is a diagonal matrix that has its jth diagonal entry djj 
= Si, and vi corresponds to the jth entry of vB. 

Let H = [I   (–DN 
-1AN 

-1ABDB)T]T and s = [0T  (DN 
-1AN 

-1b)T]T, 
so we can write v = [vB

T, vN
T]T = HvB + s.  Then the kth equation 

in (A5) can be expressed as: 
   0)()()( TT  kBkBkB zsHvrsHvDsHv ,  

where Dk ∈	 (n+m)×(n+m) is a diagonal matrix, rk ∈	 (n+m), zk ∈	 . 
If gi(vi) is present in the kth equation of (A5) and vi corresponds 
to jth entry in vector [vB

T, vN
T]T, then the jth diagonal entry of Dk 

is ±ai and the jth entry of  rk is ±bi (the rule of setting the sign is 
the same as that in (A5)), otherwise these entries in Dk and rk 
are zero. zk is the sum of the rest constant terms (i.e., ± ci ’s) in 
the kth equation of (A5).  

Now if we define for k = 1, …, m + 1: 
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then it follows that we can write system (A5) in the form of (1) 
in the main text.  
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